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Abstract. Let A be an algebra such that exactly algebras isomorphic to a retract of A can be
constructed from A by direct limits. Then A is said to be an algebra with easy direct limits. We
will prove that if A is a monounary, then A is countable and the number of retracts of A is not
equal to @0. Further, we will see that the number of non-isomorphic monounary algebras with
easy direct limits is 2@0 .
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1. INTRODUCTION
The importance of the notion of retract is well known and commonly appreciated
in mathematics. There are many papers dealing with retracts of algebraic structures,
see e.g. [7], [10] for non-complete review. Actual results concerning monounary
algebras can be found in [1],[9] and [8].
The algebraic construction of direct limit is a well-known method of building up
new algebras from given ones. It helps to make progress in particular topics, re-
cently see e.g. [11], [12]. Furthermore it is interesting to investigate this construction
generally, cf.[6], [15], [14].
LetA be an algebra. We denote by L !A the class of all isomorphic copies of direct
limits which can be obtained from A and we denote by RA the set of all retracts of
A. Then RA L !A. We will say thatA is an algebra with easy direct limits if every
algebra from L !A is isomorphic to a retract ofA.
The aim of this paper is to investigate algebras with easy direct limits. If A is
finite, thenA is an algebra with easy direct limits, cf.[5]. Some infinite algebras with
easy direct limits can be found in [4].
We will prove results concerning monounary algebras. Properties of monounary
algebras with easy direct limits run from section 4. A monounary algebra with easy
direct limits is countable. It contains a line or a cycle in every component. There
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enter at most finitely many arrows to every point of it. The number of retracts of it is
never equal to @0.
The section 5 contains a description of all monounary algebras with easy direct
limits which have a bijective basic operation. This description implies that the num-
ber of non-isomorphic algebras with easy direct limits is equal to 2@0 , see Thm.3.
2. PRELIMINARIES
The cardinality of a set A is denoted by kAk. The set of all positive integers is
denoted by N and the set of all non-negative integers is denoted by N0.
We deal with monounary algebras. The fundamental operation is denoted by f .
Short remarks about algebras of arbitrary type are before Lemma 6 and after Ex-
ample 1.
For monounary terminology see e.g. [10], [13].
Let A D .A;f / be a monounary algebra. A subset B of A is termed as a chain
of A if for every a;b 2 B there is n 2N0 either f n.a/D b or f n.b/D a. If A is a
chain ofA, then we will say thatA is a basic algebra.
Basic monounary algebras were introduced in [7] and will be used in the proof of
Cor 3.
If A is connected and contains no cycle, then it is said to be a line, if for each
a 2 A there exists an unique b 2 A with f .b/D a. A line is a basic algebra.
Denote
#b D fd 2 A W f k.d/D b for some k 2N0g;
f  1.b/D fd 2 A W f .d/D bg;
"b D ff k.b/ W k 2N0g:
We remind the notion of degree s.a/ of an element a 2 A. Let us define by A.1/
the set of all elements a 2 A such that the set #a contains an infinite chain of A.
Further, we put A.0/ D fa 2 A W f  1.a/ D ¿g. Now we define a set A./  A for
each ordinal  by induction. Assume that we have defined A.˛/ for each ordinal
˛ < . Then we put
A./ D fa 2 An
[
˛<
A.˛/ W f  1.a/
[
˛<
A.˛/g:
The sets A./ are pairwise disjoint. For each a 2 A, either a 2 A.1/ or there is an
ordinal  with a 2 A./. In the former case we put s.a/ D1, in the latter we set
s.a/D .
Let B D .B;f / be a subalgebra ofA. Then B is said to be a retract ofA if there
exists an endomorphism h of A such that h.A/ D B and h2.a/ D h.a/ for every
a 2 A.
We will say that B is a basic retract of A, if B is a retract of A and B is a basic
algebra.
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The notion of a direct limit we apply by [2], 21.
Let hP;i be a directed partially ordered set. For each p 2P , letAp D .Ap;f / be
a monounary algebra. Assume that if p;q 2 P; p ¤ q, then Ap \Aq D¿. Suppose
that for each pair of elements p and q in P with p < q, we have a homomorphism
'pq ofAp intoAq such that p < q < s implies that 'ps D 'pq ı'qs: For each p 2P ,
suppose that 'pp is the identity on Ap. The family fP;Ap;'pqg is said to be direct.
Assume that p;q 2 P and a 2 Ap; b 2 Aq . Put a  b if there exists s 2 P with
p  s; q  s such that 'ps.a/D 'qs.b/.
For each a 2
[
p2P
Ap put aD fb 2
[
p2P
Ap W a bg:
Denote AD fa W a 2
[
p2P
Apg: Define f .a/D f .a/:
Then the monounary algebra A D .A;f / is said to be a direct limit of the direct
family fP;Ap;'pqg. We express this situation as follows
fP;Ap;'pqg  !A: (2.1)
Note that in the category theory this construction corresponds to (directed) colimit.
Let (1) be valid. The following lemmas follow from the definition of the direct
limit.
Lemma 1. Let p 2P and a;b 2Ap. If a;b are in one component ofAp, then a;b
are in one component ofA.
Lemma 2. Let p 2P and a 2Ap. If a is a cyclic element ofAp, then a is a cyclic
element ofA.
Lemma 3. Let u 2 A belong to an n-element cycle of A. Then there exist p 2 P
and a 2 Ap \u such that a belongs to an n-element cycle of Ap. Moreover, for all
q  p the point 'pq.a/ belongs to an n-element cycle ofAq .
Lemma 4. Let u1; :::;uk 2 A. Then there exist p 2 P and a1; :::;ak 2 Ap such
that a1 2 u1; :::;ak 2 uk .
Lemma 5. Let the operation f be injective (surjective) on Ap for all p 2P . Then
the operation f is injective (surjective) on A.
Let A be an algebra. The class L !A is created by all direct limits of families in
which only algebras isomorphic toA occur.
The following lemma will be repeatly used in this paper. It holds for algebras of
arbitrary type and it is proved as Lemma 2 of [4]:
Lemma 6. IfA0 2 RA and B 2 L !A
0, then B 2 L !A.
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Let I be a nonempty set. For each i 2 I letBi D .Bi ;f / be a monounary algebra.
We denote by
P
i2I Bi a monounary algebra which is a disjoint union of algebras
Bi , i 2 I .
Let ADPi2I Bi and Bi be connected for all i 2 I . Let i 2 I . If Bi contains a
cycle of length k for some k 2N, then we denote by Ci a cycle of length k. Else we
denote by Ci a line. PutA˘ DPi2I Ci .
The following lemma is proved as Lemma 4 in [3].
Lemma 7. A˘ 2 L !A
Corollary 1. LetAD .A;f / be a monounary algebra. Then there existsB 2 L !A
such that the operation of B is bijective.
3. AUXILIARY RESULTS
In this section letAD .A;f / be a monounary algebra. We will prove five prelim-
inary lemmas about algebras in L !A.
Lemma 8. Let D D .D;f / be a component of AD .A;f / and  be an infinite
cardinal number. If A has  components isomorphic to D , then L !A contains an
algebra with more than  components isomorphic toD .
Proof. Let  be the cardinality of D. Denote by B D .B;f / a subalgebra of A
which is created by  components isomorphic to D . Take  >  and K the set of
cardinality . Let i 2 K. Let Bi be a set of the cardinality  , Bi \Bj D ¿ for
i ¤ j . Let f be defined on Bi in a such way that .Bi ;f /ŠB.
Take P the set of all finite subsets of K. Consider hP;i. Let p 2 P . Put
Ap D f.d;p/ W d 2
[
j2p
Bj [ .AnB/g;
f .d;p/D .f .d/;p/;
Ap D .Ap;f /:
We have .
S
j2pBj ;f /ŠB since p is finite. ThereforeAp ŠA:
Let p;q 2 P;p  q and 'pq.x;p/ D .x;q/ for every .x;p/ 2 Ap. Obviously
fP;Ap;'pqg is a direct family.
Let AD .A;f / be a direct limit of this family. Then A 2 L !A. If i;j 2K;i ¤ j
and di 2 Bi ;dj 2 Bj , then .di ;fig/ and .dj ;fj g/ are in isomorphic but different
components of A. Therefore A contains at least  >  components isomorphic to
D . 
Lemma 9. Let  be an infinite cardinal. Let a 2 A and D  A be such that
(1) D  f  1.a/;
(2) .#d1 [ "a;f /Š .#d2 [ "a;f / for all d1;d2 2D;
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(3) D is infinite.
Then there existsAD .A;f / 2 L !A such that kAk> .
Proof. Denote B DSd2D #d and  DkBk. LetM be a set of cardinality greater
than . Form 2M let Bm be a set of cardinality of  andDm be such thatDm Bm
and kDmk D kDk. Assume that Bm \A D ¿ and Bm \Bm0 D ¿ for m ¤ m0.
Further, let f be defined on Bm in a such way that f .t/D a for t 2Dm and .Bm["
a;f /Š .B [ "a;f /.
Let P be the set of all finite subsets of M . Let p 2 P . Put
Ap D f.d;p/ W d 2
[
m2p
Bm[ .AnB/g; f .d;p/D .f .d/;p/:
LetAp D .Ap;f /. Since p is finite, we have thatAp ŠA:
Let p;q 2 P;p  q. We define 'pq.x;p/D .x;q/ for every .x;p/ 2Ap. We have
that 'pq is a homomorphism fromAp intoAq . Thus fP;Ap;'pqg is a direct family.
LetAD .A;f / be a direct limit of this family.
Suppose that v 2A. Let .d;p/2 v\Ap. If d 2AnB , then vDf.d;q/ W q 2P g. If
d 2Bm for somem 2 p, then vD f.d;q/ W q 2 fs 2 P Wm 2 sgg D .d;fmg/. Further,
.d;fmg/¤ .t;fng/ for every d; t 2 [m2MDm, d ¤ t and m;n 2M .
Take
V D f.t;fmg/ W t 2Dm;m 2M g:
We obtain
kAk  kV k D
X
m2M
kDmk D kMk  kDk  kMk> :

Lemma 10. Let a 2 A be such that the set K D fd 2 f  1.a/ W s.d/ D 1g is
infinite. Then there existsAD .A;f / 2 L !A such that kAk> kAk.
Proof. Let A0 D .A0;f / 2 RA be such that a 2 A0, f  1.a/ \ A0 D K and f is
injective on #d for all d 2K. The algebra A0 satisfies assumptions of Lemma 9 for
the element a and the set K. Take  D kAk. Then there exists AD .A;f / 2 L !A
0
such that kAk> kAk. We obtainA 2 L !A according to Lemma 6. 
Lemma 11. Let k 2N and a 2 A be such that the set fd 2 f  1.a/ W s.d/ kg is
infinite. Then there existsAD .A;f / 2 L !A such that kAk> kAk.
Proof. Denote L D fd 2 f  1.a/ W s.d/  kg. The elements of L have degrees
from the set f0;1; :::;kg. The infiniteness ofL implies that there exists i 2 f0;1; :::;kg
such that the set L contains kLk elements of degree i .
There exists A0 D .A0;f / 2 RA such that a 2 A0, f  1.a/\A0 D f  1.a/ and f
is injective on #d \A0 for all d 2 L such that s.d/D i .
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The algebra A0 satisfies assumptions of Lemma 9 for the element a and the set
D D fd 2 f  1.a/ W s.d/D ig. Take  D kAk. Then there existsAD .A;f / 2 L !A
0
such that kAk> kAk. We obtainA 2 L !A according to Lemma 6. 
Lemma 12. Let a 2 A and the sequence fdk;k 2Ng be such that dk 2 f  1.a/,
s.dk/2N and s.dk/ < s.dkC1/ for every k 2N. Then there existAD .A;f /2 L !A
and u 2 A such that the set fv 2 f  1.u/ W s.v/D1g is infinite
Proof. Let A0 D .A0;f / 2 RA be such that a 2 A0, f  1.a/\ A0 D f  1.a/ and
f is injective on #dk \A0 for all k 2N. Put
D D
[
k2N
.#dk \A0/:
Let a0 2 D. Then f n.a0/ D dk for some uniquely determined k 2 N and n 2 N0,
since f is injective on #dk \A0. We will write f  n.dk/D a0.
Let p 2 N. Put Ap D f.d;p/ W d 2 A0g; f .d;p/ D .f .d/;p/; Ap D .Ap;f /:
Let 'p;pC1 be a mapping from Ap into ApC1 such that 'p;pC1.d;p/ D .d;pC 1/
for d 2 A0 nD and 'p;pC1.f  n.dk/;p/ D .f  n.dkC1/;pC 1/. This mapping is
the homomorphism fromAp intoApC1. Consider a common linear order onN. We
obtained a direct family fN;Ap;'pqg. LetAD .A;f / be a direct limit of this family.
Take uD .a;1/. Then uD f.a;p/ W p 2Ng and
f  1.u/D f.di ;1/; .d1; i/ W i 2Ng[f.d;1/ W d 2 f  1.a/n fdk;k 2Ngg:
Further, if i 2N, then
#.d1; i/D f.d1; i/; .f  1.d1/; i/; :::; .f  s.d1/.d1/; i/; .f  s.d1/ 1.d2/; iC1/;
:::; .f  s.d2/.d2/; iC1/; .f  s.d2/ 1.d3/; iC2/; :::g
and f is injective on #.d1; i/. Thus s..d1; i// D 1. The set f.d1; i/ W i 2 Ng is
infinite, because 'i;k.d1; i/D .d1Ck i ;k/. 
4. THE MAIN RESULT
Several properties of monounary algebras with easy direct limits are proved in this
section. They do not give a full description of all monounary algebras with easy
direct limits but allow to observe some interesting cardinal characteristics, see Cor 2
and Cor. 3. Prop. 1 can be generalized to universal algebras and this generalization
is formulated in the end of this section. Other assertions are closely connected to an
unary fundamental operation.
We will suppose that AD .A;f / is an algebra with easy direct limits in proposi-
tions 1 - 3.
Proposition 1. There exists B D .B;f / 2 RA such that f is bijective on B .
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Proof. It follows from Cor. 1. 
Proposition 2. The number of components of A without a cycle is finite and the
number of components of A which contain an n-element cycle is finite for every
n 2N.
Proof. LetADPk2KBk , where Bk are connected for all k 2K.
Let n 2N. Suppose thatA contains infinitely many n-element cycles. Denote
K 0 D fk 2K WBk has a cycle of length ng:
Let k 2K. Consider an algebraDk such thatDk DBk if k …K 0 andDk a cycle of
length n if k 2K 0. TakeD DPk2KDk .
We have D 2 RA. There exists E 2 L !D such that E contains more cycles of
length n than D in view of Lemma 8. According to the number of n-element cycles
of D we obtain that E is not isomorphic to a subalgebra of A. That means E is not
isomorphic to a retract ofA. In view of Lemma 6 we have E 2 L !A.
Analogously we prove thatA is not an algebra with easy direct limits ifA contains
infinitely many components with a line.
Finally, suppose that A contains infinitely many components which contain no
cycle and no line. In view of Lemma 7 there exists an algebra of L !A such that it
contains an infinitely many components with a line. Therefore A is not an algebra
with easy direct limits. 
Proposition 3. The set f  1.a/ is finite for every a 2 A.
Proof. We denote Ka D fb 2 f  1.a/ W s.b/D1g for every a 2 A.
Assume that there exists a 2 A such that Ka is infinite. We use Lemma 10 to
obtain an algebra A D .A;f / 2 L !A which has the cardinality greater than the set
A. ThusA is not isomorphic to a subalgebra of A and A is not an algebra with easy
direct limits, a contradiction.
Now suppose that a 2A is such that the set f  1.a/ is infinite. Then fc 2 f  1.a/ W
s.c/¤1g is infinite. The assumption of Lemma 12 fails to hold, otherwise there is
A 2 L !A such that A is not a retract of A, which is a contradiction. Therefore there
exists b 2 f  1.a/ with s.b/Dmaxfs.c/ W c 2 f  1.a/ W s.c/¤1g. This implies that
either s.a/D1 or1¤ s.a/D s.b/C1.
If s.a/ …N[f1g, then s.b/ ! (where ! is the least infinite ordinal number), b
fulfils the assumption of Lemma 12 and this yields a contradiction too.
Further, let s.a/ 2N[f1g. Then s.b/ 2N and fc 2 f  1.a/ W s.c/¤1gD fc 2
f  1.a/ W s.c/ 2 Ng D fc 2 f  1.a/ W s.c/  s.b/g. According to Lemma 11 again
there existsA 2 L !A such thatA is not a retract ofA, which is a contradiction. 
Theorem 1. IfAD .A;f / is an algebra with easy direct limits, then
(i) every component ofA without a cycle contains a line,
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FIGURE 1. The algebraA
(ii) the number of components ofA without a cycle is finite,
(iii) the number of components ofA which contain an n-element cycle is finite for
every n 2N,
(iv) the set f  1.a/ is finite for every a 2 A.
Proof. Properties (ii) and (iii) are valid according to Prop. 2. Therefore the number
of lines of the algebra A˘ is finite. This yields that A˘ is isomorphic to a retract of
A according to Lemma 7. Thus (i) is satisfied. Property (iv) is proved in Prop. 3. 
It is easy to see that conditions (i) - (iv) are independent.
Corollary 2. IfAD .A;f / is an algebra with easy direct limits, then A is count-
able.
Proof. The number of components of A is countable according to (ii) and (iii).
The number of elements of an arbitrary component of A is countable according to
(iv). 
Corollary 3. LetAD .A;f / be an algebra with easy direct limits. Then kRAk¤
@0.
Proof. We have kRAk  2@0 since A is countable.
Every component of A contains a cycle or a line in view of Thm. 1 (i). Thus
every component of A contains a basic retract. Therefore there is no component of
A with the number of retracts equal to @0 according to Thm.5.9 of [7]. It implies
kRAk ¤ @0 according to Thm.5.10 of [7]. 
Example 1. Let
AD f.0;0/; .a;0/; . a;0/; .a;b/ W a;b 2N;b  ag:
Let f .a;b/ D .a;b  1/ for b > 1 and f .a;0/ D .aC 1;0/. Then A D .A;f / has
properties (i)-(iv) and it is not an algebra with easy direct limits.
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FIGURE 2. The algebraA
We hint whyA, see Fig.1, is not an algebra with easy direct limits. Consider d 2A
such that
1. s.d/D1,
2. f is injective on #d ,
3. there is e 2 An fdg such that f .e/D f .d/.
The algebraA contains exactly one point d 2A which satisfies the conditions 1. - 3,
namely d D .0;0/.
For n 2N let AnD f.a;b;n/ W .a;b/ 2Ag and f .a;b;n/D .f .a;b/;n/. PutAnD
.An;f /. Further, let 'n;nC1.a;b;n/ D .aC 1;b;nC 1/. Then fN;An;'nmg is a
direct family,An ŠA. Let fN;An;'nmg  !A, see Fig.2.
For every a > 0 we have as on Fig.3
f ..a;a;nC1//D f .a;a;nC1/D .f .a;a/;nC1/D
.a;a 1;nC1/D 'n;nC1.a 1;a 1;n/D .a 1;a 1;n/:
Further,
.1;1;n/¤ .0;0;n/ and f ..1;1;n//D .0;0;n 1/D f ..0;0;n//:
The elements .1;1;n/ of A for every n 2 N are pairwise different elements which
satisfy conditions 1. - 3.
Remark 1. Corollary 1 and Proposition 1 can be generalized for universal algebras
by the following way:
LetA be an algebra of type F and f be an unary term operation over F such that
f is an endomorphism of the algebraA. Then
(1) there exists B D .B;F / 2 L !A such that f is bijective on B ,
(2) ifA is an algebra with easy direct limits, then
there exists B D .B;F / 2 RA such that f is bijective on B .
5. ALGEBRAS WITH A BIJECTIVE OPERATION
Let A be a nonempty set and f be a bijective operation from A into A. We will
prove that AD .A;f / is an algebra with easy direct limits if and only if the number
of pairwise isomorphic components ofA is finite.
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.
.
.
...... (0,0,a)
(−a,0,1)=(0,0,a+1)
(0,0,a+2)
(4,4,a+5)
(3,3,a+4)
(2,2,a+3)
(1,1,a+2)
.
.
.
......
(1,1,2)
(2,2,3)
(3,3,4)
.
.
.
......
(a+4,4,5)
(a+3,3,4)
(a+2,2,3)
(a+1,1,2)
(a−1,0,1)
(a+1,0,1)
(a,0,1)
(4,4,5)
(−1,0,1)
(0,0,1)
(1,0,1)
...
FIGURE 3. A description ofA, a 2N
Example 2. Let AD .A;f / be monounary algebra such that every component of
A is a cycle of the length 2n for some n 2 N and for every n 2 N there is exactly
one cycle of the length 2n. Then A is an algebra with easy direct limts such that
A is countable and RA consists of uncountable many non-isomorphic algebras. (A
is an algebra with easy direct limits according to the fact that every algebra of L !A
contains a 2-element cycle and by Lemmas 2 and 3.)
The following assertion is obvious.
Lemma 13. Let AD .A;f / be a monounary algebra. The following conditions
are equivalent:
(i) the operation f is bijective;
(ii) card f  1.a/D 1 for every a 2 A;
(iii) if B is a component ofA, then B is a cycle or a line.
Theorem 2. Let AD .A;f / be a monounary algebra with a bijective operation.
Then the following conditions are equivalent:
(a) A is an algebra with easy direct limits.
(b) The number of pairwise isomorphic components ofA is finite.
(c) Conditions (i) - (iv) from Thm.1 are satisfied.
Proof. The condition (a) implies (b) according to Lemma 8.
Conditions (i) and (iv) from Thm.1 are satisfied since A has a bijective operation.
Thus (b) is equivalent to (c).
Suppose that (b) is satisfied. Let (1) be valid and Ap ŠA. Then the operation f
ofA is bijective by Lemma 5.
Let B1; :::;Bk be pairwise isomorphic components of A. Take ui an element of
Bi for i D 1; :::;k. According to Lemma 4 choose p 2 P and a1; :::;ak 2 Ap such
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that a1 2 u1; :::;ak 2 uk . Lemma 1 yields that a1; :::;ak are in different components
ofAp.
Let B1 be a cycle of length n. Then there exists q 2 P such that q  p and
f n.'pq.ai // D 'pq.ai / according to Lemma 3 and the definition of a direct limit.
The element 'pq.ai / belongs to an n element cycle, since 'pq.ai / D ui and ui
belongs to an n element cycle. In view of Lemma 1 elements 'pq.a1/; :::;'pq.ak/
are in different components of Aq . Conclude that A contains k cycles of the length
n as its components.
Now let B1 be a line. Let i 2 f1; :::;kg. We get that ai is in no cycle according to
the definition of a direct limit. Therefore the component of Ap, which possesses ai ,
is a line, since the operation of Ap is bijective. Conclude that A contains k lines as
its components.
We have proved thatA consists of at most such number of isomorphic components
asA.
Let A be an algebra without a cycle. Then every component of A is a line and A
is a retract ofA .
Suppose that A has a cycle. Let us order lenghts of cycles of the algebra A ac-
cording to the divisibility and let minimal elements of this ordered set be fki ; i 2 I g.
We remark that the set I is nonempty and it is at most countable. Let i 2 I . If a
belongs to a ki -element cycle of A, then every endomorphism of A maps a into a
cycle of length ki . Thus a belongs to a cycle of length ki according to the direct limit
definition. ThereforeA contains a cycle of length ki for every i 2 I . That means that
A is a retract ofA.

Theorem 3. The number of all non-isomorphic monounary algebras with easy
direct limits is equal to 2@0 .
Proof. The number of all non-isomorphic monounary algebras with easy direct
limits which have a bijective fundamental operation is equal to 2@0 according to the
previous theorem. Therefore the assertion is valid in view of Cor.2. 
Proposition 4. The number of monounary algebras with easy direct limits which
have 2@0 retracts is 2@0 .
Proof. Let K N. Take an algebraAK such that
(1) every component ofAK is a cycle,
(2) if k 2K, thenAK contains exactly 3 cycles of length k,
(3) if k …K, thenAK contains exactly 2 cycles of length k.

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